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Abstract

According to the latest Braak staging of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), tau pathology occurs earliest 

in the brain in the locus coeruleus (LC) of the brainstem, then propagates to the transentorhinal 

cortex (TEC), and later to other neocortical regions. Recent animal and in vivo human brain 

imaging research also support the trans-axonal propagation of tau pathology. In addition, 

neurochemical studies link norepinephrine to behavioral symptoms in AD. It is thus critical to 

examine the integrity of the LC-TEC pathway in studying the early development of the disease, 

but there has been limited work in this direction. By leveraging the high-resolution and multi-shell 

diffusion MRI data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP), in this work we develop a novel 

method for the reconstruction of the LC-TEC pathway in a cohort of 40 HCP subjects carefully 

selected based on rigorous quality control of the residual distortion artifacts in the brainstem. A 
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probabilistic atlas of the LC-TEC pathway of both hemispheres is then developed in the MNI152 

space and distributed publicly on the NITRC website. To apply our atlas on clinical imaging data, 

we develop an automated approach to calculate the medial core of the LC-TEC pathway for 

localized analysis of connectivity changes. In a cohort of 138 subjects from the Alzheimer’s 

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), we demonstrate the detection of the decreased fiber 

integrity in the LC-TEC pathways with increasing disease severity.

1. Introduction

The original Braak staging (Braak and Braak, 1995) indicates that the transentorhinal cortex 

(TEC) is the earliest site of tau pathology of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and resulting brain 

atrophy. Increasing evidence from recent large-scale pathology studies (Braak and Del 

Tredici, 2015; Braak and K., 2015; Braak et al., 2011; Theofilas et al., 2017), however, 

suggest that the earliest tau pathology may occur at the locus coeruleus (LC) nuclei in the 

brainstem. The revised Braak staging of AD pathology proposes that tau pathology 

responsible for the pathogenesis of AD occurs first in the LC and propagates from there to 

the TEC and other brain regions (Braak et al., 2011). Evidence from recent animal (de 

Calignon et al., 2012; Ghosh et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2012) and human brain imaging studies 

(Cope et al., 2018; Franzmeier et al., 2019; Hoenig et al., 2018; Jacobs et al., 2018a; Jones et 

al., 2017) also support the hypothesis of cell-to-cell propagation of tau pathology along 

axonal pathways (Braak and Del Tredici, 2011). Given these emerging findings, it would be 

valuable to map the fiber pathways from the LC nuclei to the TEC in order to evaluate the 

potentially earliest changes in brain connectivity due to tau pathology in AD. By leveraging 

the cutting-edge brain imaging data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) (Van Essen 

et al., 2013), we develop and publicly distribute a novel atlas of LC pathway to the TEC in 

this work. We also demonstrate the application of this novel atlas on clinical imaging data 

from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI Mueller et al., 2005).

The LC is located beneath the 4th ventricle in the dorsal portion of the rostral pons in the 

brainstem (Fig. 1) and has around 22,000 to 51,000 total pigmented neurons in adult humans 

(Mouton et al., 1994). As the principal site for the synthesis of norepinephrine, the LC plays 

a critical role in the regulation of arousal and the sleep-wake cycle, attention and memory, 

behavior and stress, cognitive control, emotions and neuroplasticity (Benarroch, 2009; 

Cirelli et al., 1996; Hammerer et al., 2018; Hansen, 2017; Joshi et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2018; 

Mather et al., 2015; Mather and Harley, 2016; Mouton et al., 1994; Takeuchi et al., 2016; 

Usher et al., 1999). Human neuropathological and neurochemical studies have also linked 

degeneration of the LC to neuropsychiatric symptoms in AD (Jacobs et al., 2019; Matthews 

et al., 2002). For the in vivo imaging of the LC, neuromelanin-sensitive MRI protocols were 

developed (Keren et al., 2009; Priovoulos et al., 2018; Sasaki et al., 2006) and validated with 

histology (Keren et al., 2015). These MRI protocols have been applied successfully in 

various studies to quantify the morphometry and signal intensity changes due to aging (Betts 

et al., 2017; Clewett et al., 2015; Dahl et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019) and AD (Betts et al., 

2019; Olivieri et al., 2019; Takahashi et al., 2015). In addition, resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) 

was applied recently to examine the functional connectivity of LC (Jacobs et al., 2018b; 

Zhang et al., 2015). There is, however, very limited research on the structural connectivity of 
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the LC to the neocortex. Considering the potentially critical role of the LC in the early onset 

and cell-to-cell propagation of tau pathology in AD (Braak and Del Tredici, 2011), there is a 

great need of mapping the LC pathways and examine their changes during the development 

of AD.

In this work, we develop a novel tractography approach to build a probabilistic atlas of the 

LC pathway to the transentorhinal cortex (TEC). The TEC has been identified as the earliest 

cortical region with tau pathology, i.e., Braak stage one (Braak and Braak, 1991). By 

mapping the LC-TEC pathway, we can examine the connectivity changes in the early 

development of AD and provide complementary tools to existing LC imaging methods. This 

is enabled by the significant advances in connectome imaging techniques provided by the 

Human Connectome Project (HCP), which provides high resolution, multi-shell diffusion 

MRI at the isotropic resolution of 1.25 mm. In the current study, we leverage the high-

quality imaging data of 40 HCP subjects and advanced connectome modeling techniques 

(Tang et al., 2018; Tran and Shi, 2015) to develop a robust tractography protocol for the LC-

TEC pathway on both hemispheres. We then compute probabilistic atlases of the LC-TEC 

pathways in the MNI152 space and distribute them publicly. Finally, we employ our atlas to 

detect localized connectivity changes along the LC-TEC pathways in ADNI clinical imaging 

data.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. HCP data for LC atlas construction

We used the T1-weighted 3D structural MRI and multi-shell diffusion MRI (dMRI) data 

from the 500-Subject release of HCP in this work. The HCP data was acquired on a 

specialized Siemens 3T Skyra scanner with a customized protocol (Sotiropoulos et al., 

2013). The T1-weighted MRI and dMRI data have isotropic spatial resolutions of 0.7 mm 

and 1.25 mm, respectively. For dMRI, over 270 gradient directions spreading over three b-

values (1000, 2000, 3000 s/mm2) were employed to collect the multi-shell dMRI data. While 

the HCP protocol acquires dMRI data from two phase encodings for the correction of 

susceptibility distortion (Glasser et al., 2013), residual distortions are still widely present 

around the brainstem that affect the investigation of brainstem connectivity (Tang et al., 

2018). We screened 488 subjects with complete T1 and dMRI data from the 500-Subject 

release (289 females, 199 males; age = 29.15 ± 3.47 (mean ± SD) years) and chose 40 

subjects (20 males; 20 females) with high quality dMRI data with minimal residual 

susceptibility distortion for atlas construction. The detailed demographics of the selected 

subjects can be found in the supplemental material.

2.2. LC-TEC bundle reconstruction

Using the multi-shell dMR data, we first reconstructed the fiber orientation distribution 

(FOD) models based on a novel multi-compartment model (Tran and Shi, 2015). For HCP 

data, this method can compute highly sharp FOD models that have been successfully applied 

to reconstruct challenging brain pathways such as the retinofugal visual pathway (Kammen 

et al., 2016) and 23 major brainstem bundles (Tang et al., 2018). In this project, we will use 
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FOD-based probabilistic tractography techniques (Tournier et al., 2012) to compute the fiber 

bundle connecting the LC to TEC.

2.2.1. ROIs—To reconstruct the LC to TEC pathway, we developed an ROI-based 

protocol to guide the tractography algorithm. In general, the ROIs were obtained by expert 

delineation, atlas registration, or automated segmentation. Since the LC-TEC bundle 

connects the LC to the TEC region, we first defined the TEC and LC ROIs in our protocol. 

Because the TEC is naturally defined on the cerebral cortex, we manually delineated the 

ROI boundary on the cortical surface reconstructed by FreeSurfer (Fischl, 2012). To better 

visualize and delineate the TEC ROI on the highly folded cortical surface (Fig. 2 (A)), we 

first applied a Laplacian smoothing (Taubin, 1995) to generate a slightly smoothed surface 

and then an anatomist (Y Tang) drew a contour to define the TEC ROI on the triangular 

mesh (Fig. 2 (B)) according to previous work on the anatomy of the TEC area (Ding and 

Van Hoesen, 2010). We used the curve drawing tool in the BrainSuite software for the 

delineation (Shattuck and Leahy, 2002). The indices of the vertices enclosed by the contour 

was automatically identified (blue region in Fig. 2 (B)) and transferred back to the original 

cortex. The fast matching algorithm (Sethian, 1996) was then applied to extend the label 

from the cortex to a narrow band of voxels around the TEC (cyan region in Fig. 2 (C)), 

which was the final TEC ROI on the image volume for fiber tractography. To generate the 

LC ROI on the image volume, we warped a publicly available LC nuclei atlas in the 

MNI152 space (Keren et al., 2009) to the T1-weighted MRI of each subject. We used the 

nonlinear registration tools in the ANTS software (Avants et al., 2008) to warp the LC atlas 

from the MNI 152 space to individual subjects (Fig. 2 (D) and (E)). In addition to these two 

critical ROIs, we defined one include-ROI by dilating the thalamus region with a 10-voxel 

kernel (Fig. 2 (F)), which was used to ensure the proximity of the fiber pathway to the 

thalamus. To avoid spurious fiber tracts that do not belong to the LC-TEC bundle, we used 

an exclude-ROI around the ventral tegmental area (VTA) region in the midbrain. To generate 

the exclude-ROIs of the 40 HCP subjects, we first manually delineated a VTA mask on one 

HCP subject (Fig. 2 (G)) and then nonlinearly warped it to all other subjects. If there was a 

need of further outlier removal for the generation of a clean reconstruction of the fiber 

bundle, we applied a tract filtering algorithm (Wang et al., 2018) that we developed recently 

based on topographic regularity, which is publicly available (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/

connectopytool).

2.2.2. Two-stage seeding—To successfully reconstruct the long and curved trajectory 

of the LC-TEC pathway, we adopted a two-stage seeding approach for FOD-based 

probabilistic tractography in MRTrix (Tournier et al., 2012). The main tractography 

parameters used in our experiments are as follows: step_size = 0.125mm; FOD threshold = 

0.025; angle threshold = 9°. For both stages, the thalamic and VTA ROIs were used as the 

include- and exclude-ROIs, respectively. In the first stage, we used the LC ROI as the seed 

ROI and the amygdala region segmented by FreeSurfer as the target ROI. This process 

reconstructed the LC bundle to the amygdala before it makes the sharp turn toward the TEC. 

The fiber bundle reconstructed from the first stage was then converted into a mask and used 

as the seed region in the second stage. Both the TEC and LC were used as the include-ROIs 

in the second stage. All tracts were truncated before they left the TEC or LC ROIs.
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The proposed LC-TEC reconstruction method is robust to both the inclusion/exclusion ROIs 

and the seeding ROI. As shown in Fig. 3, the reconstructed fiber pathways agree very well 

even after the dilation of the all ROIs by a spherical kernel with a radius of 2mm. By 

applying this ROI-based and two-stage seeding strategy to all 40 HCP subjects used in this 

study, we will reconstruct their corresponding fiber bundles for the construction of a 

probabilistic atlas of LC-TEC pathways.

2.3. Probabilistic atlas construction

For atlas construction, various methods were developed in the literature. For example, one 

popular approach is to use unbiased registration (Joshi et al., 2004) of all subjects under 

consideration. In this work, we will construct the LC-TEC atlas in the MNI152 space 

because it is one of the most widely used atlases in neuroimaging research. By distributing 

the LC-TEC atlas in the MNI152 space, it will be easier for brain imaging researchers to 

integrate the LC-TEC atlas with other published atlases of gray and whiter matter structures 

in the same MNI152 space.

T1-weighted MRI of each HCP subject was normalized to the MNI152 space using nonrigid 

registration provide by the ANTS software (Avants et al., 2008). For each LC-TEC bundle, 

we computed its tract density image (TDI) (Calamante et al., 2010) and normalized it with 

the highest density, which produced a TDI with values between 0 and 1. This was applied to 

both the left and right LC-TEC bundle of each subject. Because we use preprocessed data 

from the HCP, the diffusion MRI data has been aligned and resampled in the space of the 

T1-weighted MRI. A nonlinear warp between the T1-weighted MRI of each subject to the 

MNI152 space was computed using the ANTS software, which was then applied to the 

normalized TDI of each bundle to warp it to the MNI152 atlas space. For the LC-TEC 

bundle of each hemisphere, the warped TDIs of all subjects were added up and then divided 

by the number of subjects to construct the probabilistic atlas in the MNI152 space.

2.4. Application to AD imaging data

To demonstrate the application of our LC-TEC atlas to human in vivo AD imaging, we 

developed an automated workflow for LC-TEC connectivity analysis based on ADNI2 data. 

In our experiments, we downloaded a dataset of 138 subjects of the ADNI2 study from 

LONI IDA (https://ida.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a publicprivate 

partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of 

ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission 

tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological 

assessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment 

(MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The diffusion MRI data of ADNI2 was acquired 

with the same protocol on 3T GE MRI scanners from 41 gradient directions with resolution 

1.36 × 1.36 × 2.7 mm3. In order to focus on AD-related changes in the LC-TEC pathway, we 

first screened the amyloid status (amyloid positive (A+) and amyloid negative (A−)) of each 

subject provided by ADNI and only subjects with the date of their amyloid PET scan within 

one year of their MRI scan were preserved. Furthermore, the group of cognitively normal 

(CN) subjects (n = 16) with positive amyloid status (CN(A+)) were excluded from the 

current study due to their limited sample size and different sex distributions (4 males; 12 
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females) from the other groups listed in Table 1. This allows us to generate four groups of 

subjects using both their cognitive and amyloid status as listed in Table 1, which include: 

cognitively normal and amyloid negative (CN(A−)), early mild cognitive impairment and 

amyloid positive (EMCI (A+)), late mild cognitive impairment and amyloid positive (LMCI 

(A+)), and clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease and amyloid positive (AD (A+)). The 

CN(A−) group represents normal controls without AD pathology, and the other three groups 

represent AD patients with increasing disease severity. These four groups have comparable 

age and sex distributions. For each subject, the T1-weighted structural MRI and single-shell 

dMRI data was downloaded and preprocessed for analysis. For the T1-weighted MRI, we 

performed automated skull stripping based on FreeSurfer. For the dMRI data, we applied 

eddy-current correction using the eddy_correct command from FSL(Jenkinson et al., 2012). 

The gradient table was corrected accordingly using the linear transform generated by 

eddy_correct (Jones and Cercignani, 2010). In addition, the dMRI data was skull stripped 

and resampled to isotropic resolution of 2 mm3 with tools from the FSL. Fractional 

anisotropy (FA) and radial diffusivity (RD) were then computed from the corrected dMRI 

data. To deform the LC-TEC atlas to the dMRI data of each subject, we concatenated two 

nonlinear deformations. The first deformation was obtained by registering the skull-stripped 

T1-weighted MRI to the MNI152 space. The second deformation was computed from the 

B0 image of the dMRI data to the T1-weighted MRI of the same subject. Both deformations 

were calculated using the nonlinear registration from ANTS, but with different parameters. 

The multi-scale iteration number used in ANTS for the first and second deformation are 100 

× 50 × 25 and 20 × 10 × 10, respectively. By combining these two deformations, we warped 

the probabilistic LC-TEC atlas to the dMRI data of each ADNI2 subject. For all subjects, the 

registration quality was visually inspected by overlaying the warped atlas and the FA images 

to ensure the alignment of the fiber bundle atlas with the white matter structures along the 

pathway. An overlay of the deformed LC atlas over the FA image of an ADNI2 subject is 

shown in Fig. 4 (A).

Furthermore, we developed an automated approach for localized analysis of LC-TEC bundle 

connectivity. For each subject, we first computed a surface representation of the LC-TEC 

bundle on each hemisphere by thresholding the warped atlas at 0.2 and running a mesh 

reconstruction tool we developed previously (Shi et al., 2010), which ensures the mesh with 

genus-zero topology (Fig. 4 (B)). The threshold of 0.2 was chosen empirically to ensure the 

region used for medial core calculation was within the brain region and avoid potential 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pollution from the neighboring ventricles in the brainstem. After 

that, we computed the Reeb graph of the first non-constant Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunction 

on this mesh and used it to generate a medial core of the LC-TEC bundle (Shi et al., 2009). 

For all subjects, we sampled the medial core uniformly into 50 points from the LC to the 

TEC (Fig. 4 (C)) such that the neighboring points had an equal distance around 2mm. At 

each point of the medial core, we computed the radial diffusivity (RD) for statistical 

analysis. By pooling data from all subjects at the corresponding point of the medial core, we 

can perform localized statistical tests of group differences.
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3. Results

3.1. LC-TEC fiber bundles from HCP subjects

We applied our bundle reconstruction method to the 40 HCP subjects, and successfully 

reconstructed the LC-TEC bundle for each hemisphere of every subject. Four representative 

examples were plotted in Fig. 5 (A)–(D). For each subject, the LC-TEC bundle from the left 

and right hemisphere was displayed over the MRI data to visualize its relative position to 

other anatomical structures. From all subjects, we can see the fiber tracts follow a consistent 

trajectory that first travel dorsally from the LC and then curve laterally toward the medial 

temporal lobe until it reaches the TEC. To further illustrate the spatial trajectory of the LC-

TEC pathway with respect to neighboring anatomical structures, we plotted in Fig. 6 (A) the 

left LC-TEC fiber bundle in Fig. 5 (A) together with the thalamus, hippocampus, and the 

amygdala. In Fig. 6 (B)–(D), we overlaid both the left and right LC-TEC pathways of the 

HCP subject in Fig. 5 (A) with the T1-weighted MRI and the whole brain tract density 

image (TDI) (Calamante et al., 2010), which we computed with 1 million whole brain tracts 

based on FOD-based tractography. These results highlight the asymmetry of the white 

matter structures around the posterior thalamus and hence results in the slight asymmetry of 

the reconstructed LC-TEC fiber bundles across hemisphere. This trend is consistent across 

HCP subjects included in this study and reflected in the probabilistic atlas shown in Fig. 7.

3.2. Probabilistic atlas of LC-TEC bundles in the MNI152 space

Using the LC-TEC bundles reconstructed from the 40 HCP subjects, we built a probabilistic 

atlas in the MNI152 space. In Fig. 7, we show the atlas on 8 coronal slices to visualize its 

spatial extent and trajectory. The slice number in the MNI152 atlas is displayed on the top-

left corner of each slice. The atlas for the left and right LC-TEC bundle were plotted in blue 

and red colors, respectively. The consistent trajectory of the 40 subjects can also be reflected 

from the compact distribution of the fiber atlas on both hemispheres. We have included the 

NIFTI file of this atlas as part of the supplement and distribute it publicly on NITRC (https://

www.nitrc.org/projects/brainstem_atlas/).

3.3. Localized groupwise comparisons with ADNI2 data

To demonstrate the application of our LC-TEC bundle atlas to clinical imaging data, we 

applied it to study localized changes of LC-TEC connectivity between the CN(A−), and the 

EMCI (A+), LMCI (A+), and AD(A+) groups using data from ADNI2 as described in Table 

1. We first deformed the LC-TEC bundle atlas from the MNI152 space to each ADNI2 

subject and parameterized the bundle on each hemisphere with 50 points on its medial core 

as shown in Fig. 4 (C). For each ADNI2 subject, we computed the radial diffusivity (RD) at 

each point of the medial core of the LC-TEC bundle on each hemisphere. The RD is chosen 

as the feature for statistical analysis because it has been shown to have higher sensitivity 

than the FA in AD imaging studies (Acosta-Cabronero and Nestor, 2014; Nir et al., 2013). 

We then pooled data from all subjects at the corresponding point of the LC-TEC bundle and 

computed the effect size (Cohen’s D) between two groups (CN(A−) vs EMCI(A+), CN(A−) 

vs LMCI(A+) and CN(A−) vs AD(A+)) as shown in Fig. 8. A positive effect size means the 

disease group has larger RD than the normal controls The RD values increases from CN to 

the EMCI group, to the LMCI group, and then to the AD group, which suggests a decrease 
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of fiber integrity with the increase of disease severity. We also ran a two-tailed student t-test 

at each point to examine the significance of the localized difference between the CN(A−) 

and each of the disease group. To correct for multiple comparisons, false discovery rate 

(FDR) correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) was applied to all group comparisons 

along the fiber pathway at the level of 0.05 using the MATLAB function mafdr. In Fig. 8, we 

have plotted points in colored circles whose adjusted p-values after FDR correction reach 

significance at various levels (blue: p < 0.05; green: p < 0.01; red: p < 0.001). We can 

observe that most early differences occur between the 31st and 40th points along the 

digitized medial core of the LC-TEC bundle, which correspond to the portion of the pathway 

that moves past the inferior part of the thalamus and bends laterally toward the 

transentorhinal cortex as can be seen from the illustration in Fig. 4. With the increase of 

disease severity, we can also see more widespread differences with larger effect sizes along 

the LC-TEC pathways have been detected with our method.

We also used the cingulate bundle in the medial temporal lobe (CB_MTL) as a region to 

compare with the results obtained from the LC-TEC bundle. This would help demonstrate 

how the connectivity changes of the LC-TEC bundle differ from those of medial temporal 

lobe areas. To obtain the CB_MTL in both the left and right hemisphere, we automatically 

warped a publicly available white matter atlas (Oishi et al., 2009), which included the 

CB_MTL regions, to each ADNI2 subject with the ANTS software and the same parameter 

setting used for warping the LC_TEC atlas to each subject. The average RD of the CB_MTL 

region in both hemispheres were then computed for each subject and used for the analysis of 

group differences. The effect size (Cohen’s D) was computed for pairwise differences 

between the RD of the CN(A−) and the other three disease groups and listed in Table 2. The 

p-values of all group comparisons after FDR correction were also listed in Table 2. Similar 

to the RD on the LC-TEC pathway, we see a gradual increase of the effect size with the 

increase of disease severity, except the right cingulate bundle when the disease group 

changes from EMCI to LMCI. In addition, we see the group difference between the RD of 

LMCI (A+) and CN (A−) along the LC-TEC pathway can reach an effective size of around 

one, which is much larger than the cingulate bundle, especially on the right hemisphere. 

Similarly, for the group difference between CN(A−) and AD(A+), the RD on the LC-TEC 

pathway can achieve a larger effect size (>1) than the cingulate bundle (0.81) on the right 

hemisphere.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Histopathology studies suggest tau pathology in AD occurs earliest in the LC of the 

brainstem (Braak et al., 2011) and may underlie some of the behavioral changes occurring in 

the disease. While the emergence of tau PET imaging techniques (Jagust et al., 2015; Schöll 

et al., 2016) provided an invaluable tool for the in vivo quantification of tau burden in 

cortical regions, the limited resolution of PET and off-target binding of popular tracers 

(Hansen et al., 2016; Marquie et al., 2015) still limit our ability to map the tau burden in the 

LC nuclei and other brainstem areas. On the other hand, great advances in connectome 

imaging techniques (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013; Ugurbil et al., 2013) have enabled the study 

of the integrity of brain pathways with unprecedented details (Shi and Toga, 2017), which 

offers the opportunity of developing alternative approaches for measuring LC atrophy due to 
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tau pathology. By leveraging the cutting-edge brain imaging data from the Human 

Connectome Project (HCP)(Van Essen et al., 2013), in this work we developed a novel atlas 

of LC-TEC pathways. Following the quality control procedures in our previous work on 

brainstem pathways (Tang et al., 2018), we carefully selected 40 HCP subjects with minimal 

residual distortion in the brainstem area and applied advanced connectome modeling 

techniques to reconstruct the fiber bundles of the LC-TEC pathway on both hemispheres. 

After that, a probabilistic atlas of the LC-TEC pathway was constructed in the standard 

MNI152 space and distributed publicly to the research community.

To apply the high-resolution LC-TEC pathway atlas on clinical imaging data, we developed 

an automated method to calculate the medial core of each pathway for the localized analysis 

of connectivity changes. Using ADNI2 data, we found that fiber integrity within this 

pathway decreased with increasing disease severity. For future work, we will apply our atlas 

to large-scale clinical imaging data and characterize LC-TEC pathway connectivity changes 

during normal aging, the development of AD, and their association with neuropsychiatric 

symptoms. The impact of sex, education, and genetics on the connectivity changes of this 

critical pathway in the early development of AD will be examined. For studies with both tau 

PET and diffusion MRI data, we will also conduct joint analyses with tau PET and gray 

matter thickness on the TEC area, which will facilitate the characterization of the relative 

staging of these pathologies and help elucidate whether LC or other cortical areas is the 

earliest site for the onset of tau pathology and resulting neurodegeneration (Heinsen and 

Grinberg, 2018; Kaufman et al., 2018).

In this work, we focus on the development of a robust method to reconstruct the LC-TEC 

pathway for AD imaging research, but the LC also plays an important role in many other 

disorders. The pathway between LC and dopaminergic midbrain areas including substantia 

nigra (SN) and ventral tegmental area (VTA) will be important for PD research. The 

pathway from LC to hypothalamus will be of interest in the study of primary sleep disorders 

as well as in sleep changes occurring in AD. In our future work, we will extend the current 

method for the reconstruction of these important LC pathways.

For atlas construction, we relied on careful manual inspection of residual distortions in the 

HCP data by an experienced anatomist (Y Tang). This is time consuming and depend on 

brainstem anatomical knowledge. For future work, it is important to develop automated 

quality control of distortion artifacts of diffusion MRI in the brainstem area. Unlike the HCP 

protocol that acquires dMRI data from two phase encoding directions for distortion 

correction, ADNI2 only acquires the dMRI data from one phase encoding direction on 3T 

GE scanners. Because no field map was acquired in ADNI2 dMRI data, we relied on a 

nonlinear registration between the T1-weighted and diffusion MRI in deforming the LC-

TEC pathway atlas to the space of the dMRI data of each subject. From the observation of 

the nonlinear deformations on the LC-TEC pathway, the impact of the nonlinear distortion 

on the LC-TEC pathway are very mild in our experience. This can be further confirmed with 

the more recent data from ADNI3 that also acquires scans for field map calculation. This 

allows us to quantitatively examine the magnitude of the distortion on the medial core of the 

LC-TEC pathway as shown on two representative ADNI3 subjects in Fig. 9 (A)–(C). For all 

29 subjects from the same site, a group comparison between the CN and impaired group 
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(MCI and AD) shows no significant difference on any point of the LC-TEC pathway (Fig. 9 

(D)). From the results in Fig. 9, we can see that most of the points on the medial core of the 

LC-TEC pathways with significant group differences shown in Fig. 8 have distortions below 

half of the voxel size of the dMRI data. For future work, we will perform further 

comparisons of different distortion correction methods on ADNI3 data with more 

heterogeneous acquisition protocols than the data used in this work. Another important area 

of research is to improve existing methods for distortion correction (Qiao et al., 2019). This 

will greatly enhance the connectivity analysis of brainstem connectivity including the LC-

TEC pathways.

The second limitation of our work is the lack of ground truth for rigorous validation. In our 

method, we followed guidance from previous anatomical literature (Marien et al., 2004) to 

design the ROI-based protocols for fiber bundle reconstruction. Overall, we relied on known 

anatomical ROIs (LC and TEC), existing characterizations of the overall trajectory of the LC 

pathway as shown in Fig. 1, and the consistent tract trajectories across HCP subjects to 

obtain the final reconstruction of the LC-TEC fiber bundle. In our current research, we are 

acquiring high-resolution diffusion MRI from post-mortem samples and will compare with 

expert delineations on histology to quantitatively examine the accuracy of the reconstructed 

LC pathways. For example, the reconstructed atlas exhibits a slight asymmetry of the 

reconstructed pathways across the hemispheres as shown in Fig. 7 and highlighted in Fig. 6. 

While this asymmetry is consistent across subjects in our study, post-mortem data will 

provide invaluable validations to the fidelity of this observation in our atlas. Another 

example is that our reconstruction of the LC-TEC tracts consistently stops at the anterior 

portion of the TEC region. This could potentially be due to the smoothness regularization of 

the tractography methods that prevents sharp turns needed to continue the tracking within 

the TEC region. For future work, we will examine alternative tracking algorithms or perform 

more dedicated tracking within the TEC ROI.

Previous works detected early diffusivity changes between EM-CIs and CNs in 

parahippocampal (Nir et al., 2013) and hippocampal (Lee et al., 2017) ROIs using ADNI2 

data. Using high-resolution T2-weighted MRIs from ADNI2, structural changes in sub-

regions of the medial temporal lobe were detected between EM-CIs and CNs (Wolk et al., 

2017). In this work, however, the third limitation is that significant differences along the LC-

TEC pathway were only detected in comparisons involving the LMCI and AD group when 

we applied our atlas to the ADNI2 data. This could be due to the limited resolution of the 

diffusion MRI data as compared to the small size of the LC pathways. An increase of spatial 

resolution of diffusion imaging and sample size in future studies might help resolve this 

difficulty. This could also be potentially related to the heterogeneity of the EMCI group in 

terms of AD pathology since the separation of EMCI and LMCI is only based on a single 

memory test and can include a large proportion of false positives (Edmonds et al., 2019). 

With the increasing availability of in vivo amyloid and tau PET imaging, one important 

direction of future work will be the grouping of subjects according to the recently proposed 

ATN framework (Jack et al., 2018). This would allow us to perform in vivo Braak staging of 

AD subjects (Maass et al., 2017) and examine how the LC-TEC pathways are affected at the 

earliest stage of AD as defined by more specific markers of AD pathology.
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In summary, there are three main contributions in this work. First, we developed a robust 

protocol for the reconstruction of the LC-TEC pathways from connectome imaging data. 

Second, we created and publicly distributed a probabilistic atlas of the LC-TEC pathways 

that can be used by researchers interested in the development of early AD imaging markers. 

Third, we developed and demonstrated an automated approach that applies the high-

resolution atlas to diffusion MRI data from clinical imaging studies for the localized analysis 

of connectivity changes in this critical pathway. For future work, there are various directions 

we will pursue to advance LC imaging research including biological validation, application 

in clinical imaging studies, and extension to other brain disorders.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. 
An illustration of LC pathways as represented by connectome imaging data. (A) Anatomy of 

the LC (see A6 in the diagram) projection to cortex via the dorsal noradrenergic ascending 

bundle (dashed red ellipse) that branch off to the amygdala and hippocampus (Marien et al., 

2004) (reprinted with permission from Elsevier). Abbreviations: amyg – amygdala; cb – 

cerebellum; cc – corpus callosum; cp – caudate and putamen; hip – hippocampus; hth – 

hypothalamus; nb – nucleus basalis; ob – olfactory bulb; sep – septum; sc – spinal cord; th – 

thalamus; (A1, A5, A7) – lateral tegmental noradrenergic cell groups, A2 - medullary 

noradrenergic cell groups; A6 – locus coeruleus. (B) The LC ROI on a sagittal slice of the 

T1-weighted MRI of an HCP subject. For the ROI highlighted by the red box, the fiber 

orientation distributions (FODs) were plotted in (C), which show the dorsal noradrenergic 

ascending bundle is well represented by the FODs.
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Fig. 2. 
ROIs used in LC pathway reconstruction using FOD-based tractography. (A) The pial 

cortical surface reconstructed by FreeSurfer. (B) The TEC boundary (red) delineated on the 

smoothed pial surface and its enclosed ROI on surface (blue). (C) The extension of the 

surface ROI to volumetric ROI (cyan) of the TEC. (D) The LC ROI obtained from nonlinear 

registration. (E) 3D rending of the LC ROIs on both hemispheres. (F) the expanded thalamic 

ROI. (G) Midbrain mask used as an exclusion ROI in tractography.
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Fig. 3. 
Robustness of the fiber bundle reconstruction method with respect to the ROIs. We dilated 

all the ROIs (inclusion/exclusion and seeding ROIs) by a spherical kernel with a 2mm 

radius. The original (yellow) and dilated (red) LC ROI is plotted on a sagittal slice in (A). 

The reconstructed LC-TEC pathway before (purple) and after (cyan) the dilation of the ROIs 

were overlaid and plotted in (B), which shows the consistent trajectories of the two bundles.
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Fig. 4. 
Application of the LC-TEC bundle atlas to clinical imaging data from the ADNI. (A) The 

warped LC-TEC bundle atlas on the FA image of an ADNI subject. (B) The reconstructed 

surface representation of the LC-TEC bundle mask. (C) Digitization of the medial core of 

the LC-TEC bundle into 50 points.
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Fig. 5. 
The reconstructed LC-TEC bundle from 4 representative HCP subjects. In (A)-(D), the LC-

TEC bundle of the left and right hemisphere of each subject were overlaid with MRI slices 

to visualize their spatial trajectory.
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Fig. 6. 
A more detailed illustration of the spatial trajectory of the LC-TEC fiber bundles for the 

HCP subject shown in Fig. 5 (A). (A) The left LC-TEC bundle from Fig. 5 (A) is plotted in 

purple together with neighboring anatomical structures: thalamus (cyan), hippocampus 

(green), and amygdala (blue) on the left hemisphere. (B) The intersection of both the left 

(purple) and right (yellow) LC-TEC bundle in Fig. 5 (A) with a coronal slice of the T1-

weighted MRI of the HCP subject at the position of posterior thalamus. (C) The intersection 

of the left (purple) and right (yellow) LC-TEC bundle with a coronal slice of the TDI image 

from the same HCP subject at the same position as in (B). For the region within the dashed 

rectangle, a zoomed-in view of the TDI image is provided in (D) to illustrate the asymmetry 

of the white matter structures in this area and hence the resulting asymmetry of the 

reconstructed LC-TEC fiber pathways, where the dashed purple and yellow ellipse show the 

intersection of the left and right LC-TEC bundles with the TDI image, respectively. The 

dashed white line marks the separation of the left and right hemisphere.
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Fig. 7. 
The probabilistic atlas of the LC-TEC bundles in the MNI152 space. The atlas for the left 

and right bundle was displayed in blue and red, respectively. LH: left hemisphere; RH: right 

hemisphere.
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Fig. 8. 
Localized group differences of LC-TEC bundle connectivity using ADNI2 data. The effect 

size (Cohen’s D) of the group difference of RD at each point along the medial core of the 

LC-TEC bundle was computed for each group comparison: CN(A−) vs EMCI(A+), CN(A−) 

vs LMCI(A+), and CN(A−) vs AD(A+). Results from both the left hemisphere (LH) and 

right hemisphere (RH) were plotted. A two-tailed t-test was also applied at each point of the 

medial core of the LC-TEC bundle to examine the statistical significance of the group 

difference. After FDR correction, points were highlighted as colored circles in each plot if 

their adjusted p-values reach significance (blue: p < 0.05; green: p < 0.01; red: p < 0.001).
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Fig. 9. 
The data of ADNI3 subjects from the same site (site id = 003) were used to illustrate 

susceptibility induced distortions on the medial core of the LC-TEC pathway. Besides the 

dMRI data, one phase difference image and two magnitude images were acquired from these 

subjects to compute a field map using the fsl_prepare_fieldmap tool from FSL, which was 

then used for distortion correction with a publicly available tool called dti_Preprocess 

(Jenkinson, 2003). After that, the LC pathway atlas was deformed to the B0 image of each 

subject to obtain the distortion on each point of the medial core of the LC-TEC pathway. In 

(A)-(C), results from an ADNI3 subject (003_S_6264) with mild distortions and another 

ADNI3 subject (003_S_6833) with more severe distortions at brain stem were shown on the 

top and bottom row, respectively. (A) B0 image. (B) An overlay of the medial core of the left 

LC-TEC pathway over the 3-slice view of the distortion map along the anterior-posterior 

direction. (C) The medial core of the LC-TEC pathways on both hemispheres are colored by 

the magnitude of the distortion from susceptibility. Note that the magnitude is below 1mm 

for point 1–40 on the digitized medial core of both subjects, which is less than half of the 

voxel resolution (2mm). (D) For all ADNI3 subjects from the same site, we split them into 

CN (n = 16) and MCI/AD (n = 13) groups, and displayed the mean value of the distortion on 

the LC pathway medical core of a representative subject from each group. Top: CN group; 

Bottom: MCI/AD group. A two-tailed t-test was applied to each point of the medial core to 

examine group differences and no statistical difference was detected on any point with the 

minimal p-value > 0.45.
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Table 2

Group differences of the RD of the cingulate bundle in the medial temporal lobe. The effect size and adjusted 

p-value after FDR correction are listed for each group comparison. n.s: not significant.

Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere

CN (A−) vs EMCI (A+) 0.26 (n.s.) 0.58 (p < 0.05)

CN(A−) vs LMCI (A+) 0.74 (p < 0.01) 0.54 (p < 0.05)

CN (A−) vs AD (A+) 1.00 (p < 1e − 3) 0.81 (p < 1e − 3)
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